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ABSTRACT 
Queiro and KovaCec have recently established an inequality for the mod&s of 
the determinant of the sum of two normal matrices. Their inequality involves the 
eigenvalues of these two matrices. In this note we discuss the equality case and obtain 
a result which supports a long-standing conjecture due to Marcus. 
. 
In [S] Queir6 and Kova5ec proved the following: 
Let M and N be complex nom& n 
ues pl,. . . , p, and vl,. . . , vn. Then 
Idet( M + N)I < min 
i i=l j 
x n matrices with respective igenval- 
Our purpose here is to prove the following theorem 
case of equality in (I). (In the sequel S, will 
degree n.) 
THEOREM. Let ,, and q, . . . , vn be given. 
u 
s metric grou 
is attained fir some normal matrices 
respectively, if and only if there eykts 7 E S, 
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Proof. The “if” part of the theorem is trivial, 
We now prove the %nly if’ part. Suppose that, for some nsrmal matrices 
and N, 
n n 
(det( M + AT)1 = min mm I fii + V,l , j=l I 
and therefore 
/det( M + N)I = 
i=l j 
or 
j=l i 
(2) 
FolIowing the ar~rne~t in [$I, let M, = diag( p,, . . . , ru,), A$ = 
cw ‘a vl, l , y,), and 
lu,], we can Write 
= [ @i + Vjl* or an approp~ate unitary matrix U = 
det( +N) =det( 
= det(~~~)det~*, 
or entrywise) product of matrices. Since 
adamard’s inequality we 
If (2) holds, the inequalities in (4) become equalities. T , fix i = 
11 ,.*., n, we have 
and therefore 
Denote by Ki (i = 1, Se *, n) the set of all j such that I pi + “Vi\ is 
maximized. The last equality impfies that u ij = O for all j G ‘. Consider the 
set Lj (i = 1, a. *, e) of df j such that Juij, 1” # O, which is bbbviously con- 
tained in Ri* 
Since every doubly stochastic matrix has a positive diagonal and [luijI’] is 
orthostochastic, there exists T E S, such that 
Hence 
and so 
1 luli + %(i)l = maxIpi + $, i = l,...,?L 
j 
If (3) holds, a similar ar~ment can be used. 
arcus [4] formulated the f~~l~~ng conjecture: 
Suppose that and N are ~2 x n norm 
4% $=a-$ b, and Y~~*..~ respectively. Then 
convex hu14 of the 
102 N. A 
The veracity 0 ediately imply 
+N)I< max 
(TE s, 
1 lui + %(i)l~ 
the tight-hand side being, in the present context, the best possible upper 
bound for the modulus of the determinant of the sum of M and IV. Whether 
or not this inequality is true is still unknown [9]. 
Our result shows that the upper bound in (1) is never a maximum, unless 
it agrees with the arcus conjecture. 
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